
 

Welcome to the site!

Site updated 27th July, 2006

This site attempts to answer the question of whether multimedia (new media, digital media, whatever) can be 
independent of the platform or device it is being run on. The site is based on a university dissertation I wrote in 
late 1997 through to 1998. Although I have made minor updates ever since, the content should be treated as a 
time capsule of the state of play which existed in the mid to late 1990s. 

The site has been optimised to run on most web browsers, without resorting to tables, frames or DHTML, 
otherwise it defeats the point of the site! Also ensure you have images turned on, in order to use the navigation 
bar at the top of each page. Images have been optimised to reduce download times, so there should be no need 
to leave images switched off. 

If you have any questions about any aspect of this website and its content, feel free to contact me using the link 
at the foot of every page. The site will be gradually improved in content over the coming weeks, but for now, 
the basic content is ready for you to view at your pleasure.

Here's a rundown of the site's contents:

Updates 
This page will list any updates made either by myself, or on the advice of e-mails posted to me by 
yourselves.

Figure List 
A complete album of the images used in the report. 

Introduction: The Pitfalls of Platforms 
What this report is all about. 

Chapter 1: The Acorn, Macintosh and PC computers
Discussing the three main computer choices; their strengths and weaknesses in handling multimedia 
independently. 

Chapter 2: My personal experience 
How I created a triple-format cover CD-ROM for a UK published monthly computer magazine. 

Chapter 3: Analysis of the industry 
The results of my online questionnaire mailed out to multimedia designers and professionals around the 
world. The form is online for you to fill in if you wish. 

Chapter 4: Overcoming cross platform deficiencies 
How companies and/or individuals are addressing cross platform compatability and why it is important. 

Conclusion 
Summary of the main points raised in the report, concluding with whether digital media can be platform 
independent. 

Recommendations 
My personal views on what should be addressed. 

Recommended Reading 
Printed/online publications worth considering, plus cross platform information websites of use to you. 



Glossary of terms 
A dictionary of my own personal descriptions of familiar computer related or multimedia related terms. 

Appendix A: The questionnaire, and its responses 
A copy of the questionnaire to peruse (the actual online form is here) plus edited versions of the 
responses received for the original printed edition. 

Appendix B: Articles, Source material and correspondence 
Sourced articles and materials. See also Recommended Reading. 

Appendix C: Sources of Acorn User December 1997 issue 
Images and Hyperstudio stacks from the magazine cover and CD-ROM from late 1997. See Chapter 2: 
My personal experience for more details. 

These pages were originally built using text editors on the Acorn RISC OS platform, and have been tested on 
ArcWeb 1.91, Netscape Navigator 3.0 and Microsoft Internet Explorer 3.1. For post April 2006 changes, pages 
were updated using Macromedia Dreamweaver 8 and tested on Firefox 1.5 and Opera 8.5. 



 

Updates to the site

This page will list any major updates made to the website, either by myself, or on the advice of correspondents.

●     27th July, 2006 
Some further enhancements, including adding Amazon and Findarticles.com links to the references and 
bibliography. Some links to FindArticles.com are premium content, which incur a charge. Alternatively, 
you can request article copies from the British Library. 

●     25th July, 2006 
The album pages are now XHTML and link properly. Also, updated the archive, and added PDF and 
Flashpaper downloads of the site. 

●     21st July, 2006 
Made most of the site XHTML transitional, moving some styling to CSS. Some bad link management 
issues sorted i.e. <em>, <strong> and other tags had links inside them! These are all fixed. Also fixed 
the album homepage, although the individual album pages are still in old school HTML. I'll fix these at 
a later date.

●     28th April, 2006 
Purely cosmetic enhancements to the site, and some accessibility and HTML improvements. Minor 
amendments have been made throughout (notably many links to Wikipedia entries), but the content 
from now on is regarded as out of date, and for historical interest only. 

●     18th September, 2000 
Nothing much. Just the fact that Figure 9a is now fixed! I have recently acquired a copy of Adobe 
Acrobat 4, which means that PDF downloads of this site will be a reality. These will be available soon.

●     6th June, 2000 
The CGI facility is now up and running. As a result, the questionnaire is now live and running properly. 
I actually discovered a copy of this site on one of my old free servers which I had completely forgotten 
about. I've curtailed the length of the questionnaire since it was last live, and may refine it further in the 
future. I will try and get that Figure 9 fixed properly sometime this week - it's still bugging me :-) 

●     5th June, 2000 
I have today purchased CGI facilities, so that the questionnaire, among other things, can finally be put 
online. The benefits of this development will be apparent in the next few weeks, beginning with the 
presence of the online questionnaire. 

●     5th May, 2000 
Added thumbnails of the figures to chapters 1, 2 and 4. The questionaire will not be up for some time I 
fear. So called 'free' web form scripts put too much advertising on your screen to be any good. I'll find a 
solution eventually.

●     20th April, 2000 

http://www.findarticles.com/
http://www.bl.uk/


Performed a major update on all the images, assembling a picture album, from where you can view 
thumbnails of all the figures. I've also reduced the size of some images to facilitate faster downloading. I 
have found a corrupted image - this will be corrected, once I have found another copy. 

●     19th April, 2000 
Updated a couple of pages, and fixed some broken links, before uploading the site onto the SAS Squad 
server. The questionnaire form is not yet ready, while I find a suitable CGI facility.

●     18th April, 2000 
The whole site has finally been spruced up in terms of design, thanks to Macromedia's Dreamweaver 3. 
The site will be improved further as and when I have the time available.

●     8th May, 1999 
I have removed the downloads from the report download page, as it was getting a bit too messy. I will 
be trying to work on better versions of the report, such as Adobe PDF format (via Ghostscript) for you 
to download. This will take a few weeks, unfortunately, due to time constraints. I am currently using a 
30-day version of Macromedia's Dreamweaver package to work on aspects of this site. The time limit 
will run out soon, which is a shame, as this package produces very good HTML output, that isn't 
browser-specific.

●     28th January, 1999 
I have been through the entire text and made various corrections, additions and improvements to the 
report. The text is reasonably up to date, although there is probably plenty more that I could add. I have 
removed some typographically related markup tags so that the contents list at the foot of every page 
appears more correctly on all browsers. I have, from today, become an Amazon.com associate. I will be 
updating the Reading Lists and Bibliography sections, to allow you to purchase books from them via my 
site. They do very good reductions on most publications, especially multimedia related ones, which are 
usually very expensive. 

●     13th January, 1999 
Today marks the start of a radical update to the site, as much of the content is out of date, the computer 
market being the fast moving animal that it is. The look of the site will be altered, to make it easier to 
navigate, with far more hyperlinks than before. As a result, the overhaul will take a while to come to 
fruition, so I must ask for your patience while I improve the content quite drastically. I will post updates 
as and when they are required. 

●     30th/31st July, 1998 
I have completed the task of updating the links to the figures and diagrams, so everything should work 
properly. I have also altered a few pages to be more harmonious with the rest of the report. I havent 
been able to properly check these changes yet, so if there are any problems then let me know. 

●     19th July, 1998 
Geocities have now introduced subdirectories, so I have moved everything into an xplat directory. The 
original link page will still have the same address, but will just redirect you as necessary. I have also 
started fixing the links to the figures, as the filenames are incorrect - I didnt notice this for six months! :-
( How embarrassing... The fixing will continue over several days during the rest of July. 

●     9th April, 1998 
Pretty much everything is new, isn't it? Some of the pages are still a little ragged round the edges, but 
will be cleaned up in future updates. 



 

Introduction: The pitfalls of platforms

Today's world of computers is, and continues to offer a variety of challenges to the people who use 
them. Computers and the Internet have enabled new forms of communication to be made possible. The 
barriers have come down and the world has become ever smaller as a result.

As a multimedia designer, communication is the key. My work has to convey the message in the way which I 
intended. In multimedia and the Internet, that means that the computer or device should not get in the way of 
the message.

And yet, the diversification of this world has created this very problem, which upsets the way in which the 
message or information is displayed or translated.

More specifically, have you ever produced a piece of work on one computer, and found it does not work first 
time on another? The chances are that you have, and if you have not, then you will surely encounter it in the 
future.

This website contains information and opinion from myself, other computer users and the multimedia 
profession about the subject of cross platform compatibility, the term applied to the degree at which a program 
or file can be run successfully first time, regardless of the type of machine it is being played on.

Within these pages you will find a personal account of how I came to produce a commercial cross platform 
product. I will then explain what ideas exist now and in the future to help the designer (or user) get to grips 
with portability of their work. I will then make a conclusion on the state of multimedia authoring, and some 
recommendations on what should be done to ease the problem of incompatibility between different computers.

As a multimedia designer, I must be aware of the possible limitations of moving project work between different 
platforms, preventing frustration and headache prior to its deadline. Any words in italics may be listed in the 
Glossary of Terms, and further information can be gleaned from the reading lists and websites listed at the end 
of each chapter.

I have good reasons for creating this website. Firstly, I think that multimedia should be wholly creative, and be 
devoid of technical considerations that can hamper such work. And, despite the wealth of information available 
to aid designers in cross platform compatibility, much of it is conflicting and overcomplicated. Basically, 
multimedia designers and with it, users, currently have a hard time projecting their message to the world.

Lastly, all common file formats should be platform independent. Image, sound, movie and text files should all 
be cross compatible with all machines, with the machine being capable of interpreting them without question.

“One day we'll have just one format for multimedia, just like in audio, where we have compact 
discs, cassettes, vinyl, eight track.....” (page 272, Vaughn) 
Tim Carrigan, editor, Multimedia, a UK based magazine 

Cross compatibility can be affected by;



●     the format or structure of the file(s) concerned; 
●     the method of file storage on the platform(s) concerned; 
●     the software being used to create the multimedia concerned; 
●     the capability of the host platform(s) concerned 

Although the object of this website is to detail my findings and experiments in attempting to answer the 
question and present to you general opinion from outside sources, a chapter has been given over to the 
description of the three computer platforms I am most familiar with, two of which are very well known, the 
third being known in only a few countries.

I hope you enjoy using these pages. If you have any comments to make about any aspect of its content, do not 
hesitate to contact me.
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1 - The PC, Macintosh and Acorn platforms

This chapter will briefly cover the three platforms that I have come to use the most during my time at 
university and will continue to use throughout my working life.

'The question you have to ask yourself is: are we dealing with computer technology, or do we 
push multimedia into a market more akin to the video industry? In which case, the players 
needed do not have to be full desktop machines. A common standard for playback will be set and 
the industry works to that.' (entries 1 and 2, Appendix A) 
Paul Dunning, Access Communications 

In each of the following descriptions, I will discuss how the platform was first developed, and how each 
platform copes with file storage, the most fundamental aspect of cross platform compatibility.

Personal Computer (PC)

The PC is a collective term for any machine which happens to run Microsoft Windows or IBM’s OS2 operating 
systems. It was formerly known as the IBM PC, when the company IBM devised the first personal computer in 
1981. Microsoft won the bidding to design its operating system. Microsoft had never designed their own 
operating system before, so they bought one from another company and adapted it, calling it DOS.

IBM then allowed Microsoft to keep the rights to the operating system, which was a costly mistake, for they 
renamed it MS-DOS and licensed it to other computer manufacturers. This began the rise to fortune of 
Microsoft, for no PC could be a PC without MS-DOS. IBM lost the battle, and the IBM PC, became the IBM 
compatible. (page 13, Bedell)

In all this time, the standard of a PC has changed every six months. There is no such thing as a single standard. 
There are many of them, with one being a bit more popular than the others, but not enough to dominate 
completely. Therefore, designers have to be constantly aware of the latest technology and aim for that as the 
minimum standard. There are hundreds, perhaps thousands of different configurations, with hundreds of 
different file formats. By chasing the latest wave of new standards, owners of older machines are left behind, 
with the increasing chance of not being able to run the latest software.

Files can be kept in two ways on a PC. The first, and therefore standard way of naming files is by adding a 
three character extension to the filename, which can be up to eight characters long (see Figure 1). This is how 
pre-Windows 95 machines stored files. The extension determines what type of data the file contains. For 
example, A Microsoft Word document would be saved with a .DOC extension. If I wish to design multimedia 
for use on older PCs, then I must name files in this way, otherwise they will not work. On the other hand, post 
Windows 95 PCs do not require such extensions (see Figure 2). In fact, filenames can be longer, and therefore 
more meaningful to the user. If you are developing specifically for post Windows 95, then you do not have to 
use extensions. But, for cross platform authoring, the older method must be used, as both MAC OS and RISC 
OS still rely on these extensions to determine the PC file’s type.



 Figure 1

 Figure 2

Cross platform file ratings 
PC - Mac = very good, if filenames have the file extension 
PC - Acorn = very good, if filenames have the file extension

Apple Macintosh

Developed by Apple Computers and first appearing in 1984, the Apple Macintosh became the computer of 
choice for designers. In 1984, the PC was still controlled by entering keyboard commands, but the Macintosh 
introduced the Graphics User Interface (GUI). The computer pioneered the use of an onscreen 'desktop' with 
icons to represent the disk drive and files, drop down menus, windows containing disc contents or word 
processed files, all under the control of a mouse pointer operated by the user. I discovered, through my 
experience of using the Macintosh and through articles in the Macintosh press, that, hidden to the Macintosh 
user, but more apparent to both PC and Acorn users, supposedly single files under the Macintosh operating 
system MAC OS, are actually stored as two parts. These forks are called a data fork and a resource fork.

The resource fork can contain code, sounds, icons and other Macintosh information which enable the file to 
work. The data fork meanwhile holds data information that relates to the file or the application software. Any 
Macintosh file can hold a resource fork only, a data fork only, or both. (page 22, Bennett?). Either fork will 
hold a four character creator type and file type, which is also used to determine the icon used to represent the 
file. (page 281, Thompson, page 122, Schorr).

This method of file storage is unique, opposite the Acorn and PC which use single files, so Macintosh files 
must be exported as PC files, complete with extensions, because its generic format is not supported as standard 
on Acorns and PCs. Special software must be purchased in order to read such files.

In order to place Mac icons on PC files so that they can be opened up in Macintosh software, a utility called PC 
Exchange is provided within MAC OS, where you can type in the PC extension, and match it to the software 
you want it to be loaded into, and then finally, choose, the filetype icon to actually match that file with that 
software. To actually map icons to Mac files that have 'lost' their icon, a utility called ResEdit is used to rebuild 
the forks required to give the file an icon (page 121-122, Schorr).

I find Macintosh machines quite pleasurable to use, except when I am trying to open files from other platforms, 
when headaches such as disc errors, and software crashes are rampant. It is more standardised than the PC 
platform, so it is easier to upgrade hardware and software.

Cross platform file ratings (when using PC formatted media) 
Mac - PC = very good, if filenames are given the extension 
Mac - Acorn = very good, if filenames are given the extension



Cross platform file ratings (Macintosh formatted media) 
Mac - PC = not good. PC software required to read Mac media 
Mac - Acorn = not good. Acorn software required to read Mac media

The Acorn Computer

This account will concentrate on one particular model of Acorn computer, the Risc PC 600. Designed in 1994, 
it is the youngest of the three platforms (see Figure 3). Running Acorn’s operating system RISC OS, the Risc 
PC also possesses the ability to run another operating system such as Microsoft Windows, either at the same 
time on the RISC OS desktop, or one at a time at the click of a button. It is arguably the only computer in the 
world that has this ability, making cross platform development extremely attractive.

 Figure 3

RISC OS differs from Windows and MAC OS by being based in ROM chips, making the system work faster, 
and free from infection by computer viruses. RISC OS is also modular in design, so any extra programs needed 
to perform tasks on the desktop are loaded when the computer is switched on, consuming very little memory in 
the process.

As standard, the Risc PC lacks support for anything other than PC floppy discs. So Macintosh discs and PC 
removable media like Syquest discs will not work without extra software. Acorn formatted discs are not 
supported on any other platform, because of its smaller market share, therefore not warranting support. This is 
surprising, for Acorn and Apple were joint partners in a UK company, Xemplar Education, which supplies 
computers to educational establishments. Early in 1999, Acorn left Xemplar, leaving the company as a wholly 
owned Apple subsidiary.

From the first time I received an Acorn machine in 1985, I have long maintained that the design of Acorn 
machines, in terms of hardware and desktop interface, far outweighs that of Windows or MAC OS. For 
designers, the Acorn platform is an extremely pleasurable machine to use. The ability to drag and drop files 
from one program window to another with one move of the mouse is inspired, compared to the PC which uses 
a global cut and paste facility which is less 'hands on' in comparison. Companies such as the multimedia arm of 
Anglia Television, and Sherston Software (both will be mentioned in later chapters) use Acorns to put together 
top selling titles, which are then ported to the Macintosh and PC.

Cross platform file ratings 
Acorn - PC = very good, if filenames are given an extension (Acorn standard files are not supported on any 
other platform) 
Acorn - Mac = very good, if filenames are given an extension for PC media, and with the presence of Mac 
media reading software (Acorn standard files are not supported on any other platform)

This chapter has introduced the three main platforms that I use, and expressed my opinion on each one. As you 
can tell, the difference in the way files are stored on each platform bring about many difficulties for the 
designer. The only solution is to learn what can and cannot be done cross each platform, and to be more aware 
of the limitations long before the project is started, to prevent hitting stumbling blocks at a later critical phase.
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2 - My personal experience

This report would be without substance if it were not for an account of my personal experiences in attempting 
to produce cross platform multimedia. Therefore, this chapter recalls how, in the summer of 1997, I came to 
design and assemble a CD-ROM disc for inclusion on the front cover of an Acorn computer magazine, and the 
lessons I learned afterwards.

“Developing multimedia can be like taking a joy ride in a washer/dryer. When it’s all over you 
feel like you’ve been washed, rinsed, spun, and tumble dried.” (page 413, Vaughn) 
Kevin McCarthy, Director of business development, Medius IV 

That quote has much truth attached to it, and it was a pity that I learned it long after my experience, as it would 
have boded me well for the job ahead.

I had volunteered to take responsibility for the design and assembly of the disc soon after starting work 
experience at Acorn User magazine, within IDG Media’s former UK offices in Cheshire, England (see Figure 
4). Editor Steve Turnbull (see Figure 5) gladly let me take on the job, for he had produced the previous two 
cover CD-ROMs, published yearly as compilations of the best software, images and digital media around for 
the Acorn computer.

 Figure 4

 Figure 5

I wanted to design a graphical interface for the disc, so from the outset I suggested the use of the multimedia 
authoring package HyperStudio, because I was aware of its triple platform capabilities, from both the Acorn 
press and demonstrations given to me by university lecturers. To this day, HyperStudio is the only Acorn 
authoring program whose files can be run, with a few alterations, on the PC and Macintosh versions.

Although there are numerous other authoring packages on the Acorn, none of them have versions for both the 
PC and Macintosh platforms. The industry leader, Macromedia Director is not available for the Acorn 
platform, but software designed to "play" Director files is available (albeit for version 4 only; the world is on 
version 8 as of April 2000). The only other possible choice was the webpage language HTML, which was used 
on the previous cover CD-ROM interface. However, HTML to my mind was not flexible enough and would 
mean having web browsers for all three platforms on the CD-ROM, which to my mind was an unnecessary 
waste of space.

Having received permission from the publishers, I received a CD-ROM, containing a demonstration version of 



Acorn HyperStudio, to include on the cover disc, soon followed by three full copies of the software at my desk 
(see Figure 6) - one per platform, so that I could test the interface regularly during development.

 Figure 6

HyperStudio works on the metaphor of a pile of cards, called a stack (see Figure 7), with the currently viewed 
card being at the top of the stack. User actions such as clicking an icon would determine which card would next 
appear on top of this stack.

 Figure 7

Being careful with the possible memory limitations of users machines, I divided each stack into themed areas, 
so that these machines could run them without any trouble (see Appendix C for some screenshots). 
Furthermore, I downgraded the graphics to a 256 colour palette and a small screen size because, apart from 
using less memory and being capable of display on small monitors, I also had less of a canvas to paint on. This 
was advantageous considering the time being spent on correspondence and organisation of the CD-ROMs file 
directory structure, which could be no more than eight "levels" deep, so as to comply with one of the rules of 
the ISO 9660 standard for CD-ROMs.

The fact that I hardly tested my interface on the other platforms during production lead to rather dire 
consequences. Once the stacks were completed I tested them as thoroughly as possible on the Acorn platform, 
making sure button links worked, graphics lined up perfectly, and so on. It was here that I began the transfer of 
the stacks to the Macintosh and PC. Supposedly a simple matter of adding a .STK extension to the stack 
filenames, the software then automatically converted the stack into a file suitable for Mac and PC HyperStudio.

The supplementary documentation mentioned that not all of HyperStudio’s features could transfer successfully 
between platforms, such as link names, which were duly wiped out. This meant having to relink all my 
interface buttons again, otherwise they would not function.

I soon hit one of two big problems. On the Acorn version of HyperStudio, file directories could be linked to 
buttons, so that clicking the button would open a specific directory from the CD. But the Macintosh and PC 
versions do not have this facility at all. The only solution was to somehow build some executable files to force 
directories or folders to open. I did not know how to do this, so the interface was now rendered useless!

My next problem caused the Macintosh and PC stacks to fail completely and be subsequently put onto all 
sellable copies of the CD. The problem concerned that of explicit pathnames (see Figure 8). Explicit 
pathnames are the full location of a file on a hard disc, including the name of the hard disc. Both platforms rely 
on them heavily. The Acorn on the other hand, has a wonderful system which uses relative pathnames (see 
Figure 8), where you can move a set of files to anywhere on a hard disc, as long as the basic structure of the 
files are left alone, as the name of the hard disc or storage medium is never accounted for.

 Figure 8



On the other platforms however, this is not the case. Due to the open nature of the PC, you cannot know for 
certain whether drive D: is actually the CD drive. It could be drive P, Q or any letter in the alphabet. On the 
Mac, you can actually give names to your devices, just like on the Acorn, but there the similarity ends.

The theory was that to get the stacks to link properly, they would be burned onto the CD-ROM, then loaded 
into the relevant versions of HyperStudio, relinked and then saved back onto the CD-ROM. The only problem 
to this is that it cannot be done. CD-ROMs can only be written to once.

If the stacks are linked from the hard disc, then the name of the hard disc on that particular machine would also 
be saved. If the files were then burned onto the CD, then upon running them from any other PC, they would try 
to find the hard drive as explicitly named in its data strings, resulting in file not found errors. I did not want that 
to happen, so I resorted to hacking the files to force them to link together. But my hackneyed approach only 
resulted in corrupting the files, making them totally worthless.

From producing this CD-ROM, I learned a lot about the perils of cross-platform multimedia. By not testing the 
work constantly throughout, you risk hitting a minefield of catastrophes that can make or break your product. 
Companies such as Anglia Multimedia and Sherston Software have produced their own in-house software to 
create triple format CD-ROM products, which address the various filing system differences transparently, 
cutting the time and cost of extensive testing dramatically. I later discovered that Anglia’s software is available 
commercially, and would have been a viable alternative.

I learned that HyperStudio, despite its many virtues, was not yet advanced enough to be used for authoring CD-
ROMs. Macromedia Director, by contrast, provides facilities specific to cross-platform authoring, to help you 
ascertain, for instance, the pathname of your CD-ROM or hard drive on your PC or Macintosh, so that work 
can be run without query boxes constantly appearing on the screen.

The CD-ROM was published on the cover of the December 1997 issue, and first released at the Acorn World 
show in Wembley Conference Centre at the end of October 1997. Despite the problems that reared up at the 
end, I was very pleased with the end result, considering that it was my first work. It was a good feeling to see 
my work on shop shelves and at a major exhibition. I took my camera and recorded the moments for posterity 
(see Figure 9 A and B). From the few comments I have received about the CD-ROM, they have all been 
positive. Even the developers of HyperStudio admired it.

 Figure 9A

 Figure 9B

My experience in producing this product gave me a good introduction to the complexities of cross platform 
multimedia production. It proved that even a commercial authoring tool can find it difficult to cope with the 
different filing methods that each platform utilises, as well as showing that it was important to test the product 
on each platform every step of the way.
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3 - Analysis of the Industry

To substantiate my claims that cross platform compliance is a real headache for the designer, and provide a 
firm backbone to the report, I devised a questionnaire aimed at multimedia designers. The questionnaire itself 
can be found in Appendix A, along with the responses it generated. The online form is still available and can be 
found here. This chapter analyses the results of the questionnaire during the period up to the hand in date of the 
printed report last January.

“Multimedia is at the mercy of corporate market forces.” (entry 14, Appendix A) 
Charles Colquhoun, final year multimedia student, Staffordshire University.

I decided to produce an electronic questionnaire, because it was much easier, quicker, and cheaper for the 
recipient to respond. The questionnaire was drafted in early October and incorporated into my website here. I 
then publicised it through postings to the comp.multimedia, comp.sys.acorn.announce, and comp.sys.acorn.
misc newsgroups (try Deja News for web access to Usenet if you are not subscribed to newsgroups), the 
Convergence International and Geocities SiliconValley News websites. I also e-mailed directly to companies in 
the UK, through the use of the Yell! search engine.

From this, I received 18 replies. Of these, 3 of them were resends, making a total of 15. One of these resends 
was intentional, due to the sender wishing to add more points than the previous posting. It was a somewhat 
modest return, but enough to form a generalization of the experiences that are encountered during cross 
platform development in the industry.

1) Do you wish to remain anonymous?

Only two people requested anonymity — a facility included to let the user give their opinion freely in the 
knowledge that they would not be traced.

4) How old are you?

The greatest number of recipients were in the 25 to 34 age group — people who have been in multimedia since 
perhaps graduating from a design course of some kind.

 Figure 10

3 of the recipients were under 25, while 2 people were between 35 and 44, with 1 person being from the over 
45 category, which is somewhat unusual, considering that multimedia is a relatively new profession populated 
by young adults. Perhaps it was a second career for this man?

9) Are you self employed?

http://www.convergence.eu.org/
http://www.geocities.com/SiliconValley/Peaks/8552
http://www.yell.co.uk/


All but two respondents were employed as part of a larger design agency or multimedia developer house. It is 
perfectly feasible for a multimedia artist to be self employed, although the start up costs for doing cross 
platform work would be quite high, as the designer would have to fork out of three different machines. One of 
them was the over 45, which could be interpreted as being somebody who worked for an agency in an earlier 
phase of his career, before going it out alone. In contrast, the other respondent, a 25-34 year old, was actually a 
design student at Staffordshire University!

11) Whereabouts are you based?

I asked this question in an attempt to find out if there was a differing opinion of the subject from particular 
parts of the world, especially the United States, as most multimedia software originates from this part of the 
world. In the end, I received only 1 entry from America. I also received one from Malaysia, the remainder 
coming from UK developers.

12) What machine do you own?

Since many respondents listed more than one machine, I decided to count how many times each platform was 
mentioned. The results are shown in Figure 11, and from this, it is clear that PCs and Macintoshes are far more 
numerous, and could be attributed to software choice on each platform, or the personal choice of the respondent.

 Figure 11

13) What machine do you or your employer develop multimedia for?

The answer to this question was determined in the same way as the previous one, a count of the times each 
platform was mentioned by respondents (see Figure 12). It is odd that the Apple Macintosh has come up level 
with the PC, but some companies put the PC first, and the Macintosh second in terms of market. They develop 
for both platforms, but the most numerous platform comes first.

 Figure 12

14) What multimedia authoring software do you use?

The software being used is quite wide. Most senders listed a unique piece of software which appeared only 
once in the entire collection of feedback. However, Macromedia's Director package proved its stature as the 
number one authoring package. In second place came another Macromedia product, Authorware. This is 
another authoring package, but its basis is more on program structure, rather than the time based approach that 
Director employs. 

“It annoys me to find pages describing what can and can't be used on different packages. None 
of these problems are insurmountable as far as I can see.” (entry 10, Appendix A) 
Robert Colton, Alchemy Graphics Ltd. 

One sender was unique in stating that they use their own in-house software for producing multimedia titles. 



The company was Sherston Software, who create educational titles for the Acorn, PC and Macintosh market. 
The software used, Playbook, is written on the Acorn platform. Once the software has been tested, it is 
transferred to the other two machines in a matter of minutes, for it uses its own graphic and sound formats to 
run without question, but video must be done separately, due to the difference in quality between the three 
platforms. Playbook is only for the Acorn platform, so in answer to question 15; Does your authoring software 
have versions available on other platforms/machines? they answered No, the only respondent to do so.

16) How do you rate your authoring package’s cross-platform conversion abilities (if any)?

This question asked what the sender thought about the cross platform conversion process of their most used 
piece of software. Most of the senders stated that the process was very good, while only two people said it was 
excellent (see Figure 13). These senders are very likely to be users of Director, and looking through the results 
proves this conclusively. Director has excellent cross platform support, arguably better than any other product 
on the market. More tellingly, four people, almost a third of the returns, stated that the process was merely 
average. This could be down to the level of cross compatibility between software designed for the PC and 
Macintosh platform.

 Figure 13

17) How much alteration is required by yourself to maintain cross-platform compatibility?

The results of this question were rather worrying. Only one person stated that no alteration to their project was 
required in order to run across more than one platform. 6 people revealed that some alteration was required, 
and 4 people stated that a lot of alteration was required (see Figure 14). This indicates that the process of 
developing across different computers still requires time and effort.

 Figure 14

18) How much time do you personally spend on cross-platform testing, debugging and/or 
alteration?

The amount of time spent on testing and tinkering across platforms varied from less than a day to several days 
(see Figure 15). Two people each revealed that they spent a week, or over a week respectively in testing. One 
of these senders was self employed, and may therefore have had to do all the testing himself.

 Figure 15

In stark contrast, the other sender was Sherston Software. They put a great emphasis on ensuring that their 
products worked properly across all three platforms, and therefore have extra resources and staff to make this 
possible. It would be very damaging to the company if a mass produced product had to be recalled due to a bug 
that was missed during the testing stage.



19) Please list, in order of magnitude, the most annoying and/or frustrating issues of cross-
platform multimedia (max. 10 items, most to least)

Figure 16 lists the exact comments made, and as you can see, it appears quite extensive. To summarise, there 
were frequent moans about the low specifications of most PCs on the market (probably aimed at the number of 
machines that still run Windows 3.1) and having to develop for them, the lowest common denominator in the 
market; the three character PC extension that must be added at the end of filenames in order to transfer across 
platforms; and the differently laid out colour palettes on the PC and Macintosh. This is how graphics from 
another platform can appear in the wrong colours on the other.

 Figure 16

20) Do you think hardware and software manufacturers are properly addressing the issue of 
cross platform multimedia?

These answers proved very rewarding for this report, for they resolved one of my most searching questions, 
making a valuable backup to my case. Two thirds of responders said that multimedia developers are not 
addressing the issue of cross platform compatibility (see Figure 17).

 Figure 17

It is not clear why companies still adopt the one platform, to hell with all the others approach. Macromedia 
appear to be the only company making any effort to ensure that their Director software can be totally 
transparent to the platform it runs on. But with a multi million dollar turnover, they can afford the immense 
amount of testing, programming and development that a package such as Director requires. Companies like 
Microsoft however, are rigid to the PC market, and have a half hearted approach to Macintosh conversion, 
although their $150 million purchase of Apple shares in 1997 may change matters.

“Of course, I’d really rather have a system that runs flawlessly, that never corrupts a file and 
never quits unexpectedly. But let's face it, there isn’t a computer out there — regardless of the 
platform — that doesn't experience its share of problems.” (page 121, Schorr) 
Joseph Schorr, author, Macworld Mac Secrets (IDG Books Worldwide, 1997)

21) What file formats do you have most trouble with across different platforms?

Like the previous question it boiled down to the respondents personal experience, but the feedback in this 
question basically went down to how file formats and movie files are moved across platforms. The PCs AVI 
(Audio Visual Integrated) movie format and Apple's Quicktime movie format were the bain of many 
respondents, meaning that in this area at least, cross platform compatibility is the least promising of operations.

“The problem for me is when doing a multimedia project on several platforms is that the Mac is 
generally quicker and better, so technical considerations can get in the way of design. All 



designers would like to have a standard machine to work for, but market forces will never allow 
this to happen.” (entry 12, Appendix A) 
Andrew Lindsay, final year student in multimedia, Staffordshire University

22) Do you think that cross platform independence is a viable reality?

And now, the report question. Is platform independent multimedia possible? According to my results, two 
thirds of the responders spoke a resounding yes, while three people said it was not, with one unsure and one 
unfilled reply (see Figure 18).

 Figure 18

In conclusion, my questionnaire proves that there is a tide of opinion in the industry that the state of play 
regarding the portability of files across different computers is still a time wasting exercise in “trying and hoping 
for the best.” With so much money being spent on software and hardware development, it is a shame that the 
companies responsible for this are not paying enough attention to the immediate problems of cross 
compatibility - a real problem that can only get worse with ignorance.
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4 - Overcoming cross platform deficiences

Some of this chapter may be out of date, or not thorough enough in their detail. This was due to constraints on 
the length of the report, not allowing me enough detail, or to be overgeneralistic. If there are problems, please 
contact me.

This chapter will show how, through my experimentation, I was able to find ways of addressing cross platform 
compatibility. And I will look into the future, speculating on the technologies that may emerge to help all 
designers be creative and still reach as wide an audience as possible.

“The best possible solution will come via the online delivery method. Using Java and HTML the 
chances of developing projects that will run on all platforms will be possible.” (entry 8, 
Appendix A) 
James Bayliss, Marketing Director, Sherston Software

File Formats

Every platform can accept particular file formats which have emerged as the most popular, the “industry 
standard.” Reasons for this could be due to the level of support they are given by commercial developers, or the 
speed at which they are created. The table in Figure 19 shows the most popular formats for particular media, 
and are accepted by all three platforms. (pages 14 and 30, Cowan)

 Figure 19

Designers employ these formats knowing that they are likely to work almost anywhere. The only niggles that 
could arise would be related to how the designers machine and his software save the file in a way that will 
prevent it running first time on another machine e.g. if a Postscript file is created using a typeface not owned by 
the recipient and his or her machine, resulting in errors. Therefore, testing is a high priority throughout the 
whole development cycle.

For commercial reasons, some developers choose to withold the data structure of a file format. Microsoft Word 
files are a case in point. The format is jaealously guarded to prevent competing word processors from being 
able to handle them. However, developers have overcome this through disassembly of the format, figuring out 
the structure, and eventually programming their software to cope with them.

Rather than face the hassle of working with potentially flawed file formats, why not create your own? Some 
multimedia companies have chosen to do this when creating titles, so that cross platform development time is 
halved, because only one set of files is required. Yet the reader software of all three platforms can read them. 
The aforementioned Anglia Multimedia and Sherston Software have used this method to create all their recent 
releases. Sherston’s example can be seen in Figure 20 A and B. This software, Playbook, is designed to create 



multimedia that runs on all three platforms without any alteration.

 Figure 20A

 Figure 20B

The problem that can arise is that the computer world will become overrun with formats, and too many 
versions of the same format will cause users much wasted time in reading them into their coputer.

Java

The Java programming language has become the multimedia designer’s dream - being able to create projects 
where cross platform incompatibility is effectively extinct. Since 1995, Java has steadily gained acceptance and 
importance in the computer industry. 1998 marked the commercial breakthrough for the language, with Java 
programmed software hitting the shop shelves, albeit in small quantities.

Java has made a much bigger impact on the Internet, in the form of little gadgets to improve the content of 
webpages. Examples include ticker tape announcers, animated webcounters, and even arcade games.

“I think as operating systems mature we will reach the stage where everybody will be running a 
Java Virtual Machine on top of or instead of their existing OS on their chosen platform, allowing 
multimedia developers to author just once in Java for all platforms.” (entry 9, Appendix A) 
Ian Carswell, Track 29 Productions Limited 

As long as your platform has a Java Virtual Machine to lay 'on top' of your operating system, you can use Java 
written programs without any concern for compatibility. Multimedia designers have started grasping the 
importance of Java. Macromedia have incorporated Java into Director 6 and 7, and browser plug-ins for 
Shockwave and Shockwave Flash technology have also been programmed with Java. Before, such technology 
was only available to the most common platforms.

The future of Java is pretty much secure. The only fly in the ointment is Microsoft who, in 1997, attempted to 
incorporate a modified version of Java with their Internet Explorer browser, so that only PCs using Windows 
could display such programs on the internet. This was partly the basis for the current anti-trust case that the US 
Department of Justice has filed against Microsoft, on behalf of Sun Microsystems (the creators of Java) and 
many other companies.

Know your limits

Be considerate with your target audience. I found that to reach the largest audience possible, project work 
should be kept simple, assuming the lowest common denominator, with graphics set to 256 colours (for old 
monitors) and low quality sound. Movie footage must compromise quality with the power required to play the 
film.



It is easy for a designer with a powerful machine to develop a project which will only run on such machines. 
Low end machines are much greater in number, and there is nothing more frustrating to the user than a product 
which they cant use without heavily upgrading their computer.

Cross platform colour palettes

256 colour palettes on the Macintosh and PC platforms are different. Graphics produced on the PC will appear 
darker on the Macintosh. The Acorn’s 256 colour palette seems to display images more clearly. I find it 
appalling that there is no agreed standard on how colours are addressed across the three platforms.

Typographical Considerations

Typography handles differently on each platform, so text may appear badly aligned or change font completely 
when transferred. It is usually better to have bitmapped text; graphical images of text, rather than text itself. 
This is essential if you want text to appear smooth on screen. The Acorn platform is the only machine to use on 
screen font aliasing and blending, giving good quality typeface displays.

Testing, testing, testing...

Test your product frequently. No matter how small the step, ensure that the project will run without question on 
other platforms. Try to run your project on as many platforms as possible, with as many configurations as 
possible. See Chapter 2 for an example of how testing fell through with my cover CD-ROM for a magazine.

Convergence Technology

Up to now, multimedia has been created for desktop computers. But, as digital broadcasting and computing 
converge, the opportunity arises for multimedia to come to the masses. However, with this, all multimedia must 
become platform independent, for if consumers were faced with the same problems that technically proficient 
computer operators frequently experience, then they would quickly look elsewhere. The technology required 
must be as transparent and as easy to use, if not easier, than the video recorder. A system where digital media 
can be simply displayed and interacted with on screen, without the need to create different versions of it.

The release of online set top boxes and network computers (NCs) to the general public marks the beginning of 
the worldwide change in the way that we communicate with each other (see Figure 21). NCs are devices which 
attach to any television, allowing you to surf the Internet using a control pad for navigation, as well as other 
simple computing tasks. It differs from normal computers in that all software installed on it is held at a central 
location and is fed down a telephone line to your NC. This negates the need to upgrade software, for it will be 
done for you. This way, all multimedia content can be viewed easily.

 Figure 21

Set top boxes, however, download digital media from a television or cable company, allowing greater numbers 
of broadcast channels, and being digital, an interactive element can be transmitted also. Java is set to become 
this element, and indeed, Acorn, apart from designing the NC, are also working with Sun Microsystems on a 



version of Java which can work alongside digital television, providing such features as TV and film listings, 
and video recorder programming facilities. The possibilities are boundless, which is what multimedia design 
should be.

Late 1998 brought the introduction of digital television into the UK. The rest of the world will follow through 
1999. In a few years time, the interactive elements outlined above will be brought in.

In the future, therefore, the need to be aware of the advantages and disadvantages of each type of computer will 
become less of a concern, as multimedia moves towards mainstream entertainment and with it, platform 
independence becoming a viable reality. But, for the time being at least, it is still some way off, leaving 
technical expertise on the part of the user as the only way of addressing cross platform compatibility.
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Conclusion

This design research report detailed a subject not covered before in design - the issue of cross platform 
compatibility. I now conclude this report by summing up the issues raised in the previous chapters.

Cross compatibility is affected by;

●     the format or structure of the file(s) concerned; 
●     the method of file storage on the platform(s) concerned; 
●     the software being used to create the multimedia concerned; 
●     the capability of the host platform(s) concerned 

The difference in the way files are stored on the PC, Macintosh and Acorn platform bring about many 
difficulties for the designer. The only solution is to learn what can and cannot be done cross each platform, and 
to be more aware of the limitations long before a project is started, to prevent hitting stumbling blocks at a later 
critical phase.

My experience in producing a commercial product gave me a good introduction to the complexities of cross 
platform multimedia production. It proved that even a commercial authoring tool can find it difficult to cope 
with the myriad of pitfalls and different filing methods that each platform utilises, as well as showing the 
importance of testing the product on each platform every step of the way.

My questionnaire results proved that the state of play regarding the portability of files across different 
computers is still a haphazard experience. With so much money being spent on software and hardware 
development, it is a shame that the companies responsible for this are not paying enough attention to the 
immediate problems of cross compatibility - a real problem that will only get worse with ignorance.

In the future, however, the need to be aware of the advantages and disadvantages of each type of computer will 
become less of a concern, as multimedia moves towards mainstream entertainment and with it, platform 
independence becoming reality. But, for the time being at least, it is still some way off, leaving technical 
expertise on the part of the user as the only way of addressing cross platform compatibility.

In conclusion, in answering the question of whether multimedia can be platform independent, the answer is yes, 
it can be, but it requires more cooperation between manufacturers, developers and users for such digital media 
to be freely accessible to everyone.



 

Recommendations

Through producing this report, I have devised the following recommendations towards cross platform 
compliance, which may or may not be implemented in the future.

●     File formatting standards for cross platform transfer should be submitted to the International Standards 
Organisation (ISO) for approval, before release to the public domain.

●     A new recordable cross platform media format acceptable on PC, Macintosh, Acorn and other 
computers.

●     Typeface handling across different platforms to converge, so that fonts used in a multimedia project 
appear at the same size and leading on any platform.

●     The colour palette must be standardised across platforms, to prevent unwarranted colour changes in 
graphics sent from one platform to the other.

●     All future operating systems should include embedded support for Java technology, instead of the 
slower method of patching a Java Virtual Machine over the operating system.
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Glossary

The terms listed here are my own personal interpretation of them for the report, and I do not advocate them as 
being totally reliable. In April 2006, I added Wikipedia entries to the bold headings so you can compare. If you 
require further clarification on some of these terms, then please contact me on e-mail. Where necessary, I have 
included the web address of important companies or organisations where further information can be obtained. 

Acorn
Cambridge, UK based computer manufacturer set up in 1978 as a small firm. Subsequently designed the 
BBC Micro, as used in many schools, followed by the Archimedes range, and the Risc PC. Contains the 
company's own operating system, RISC OS, which is capable of running extension cards to provide PC/
Windows capability. The company closed its computer division in September 1998, effectively ending 
20 years of UK computer manufacturing, to specialise in digital television solutions.

Apple
California based computer company responsible for the Macintosh computer, co-designed by co-
founder Steve Jobs. It was the first computer to utilise the now standard desktop environment on its first 
release in 1984.

CD-ROM 
A compact disc specially formatted to contain digital media of any form for use on a computer. It should 
not be used in a normal audio CD drive! CD-ROM discs are formatted to an agreed standard, called ISO 
9660, to allow any computer to run it, regardless of the platform it was written for.

Desktop 
A computers metaphoric representation of how files and data are stored in its memory or on its hard 
disc, through the use of onscreen Icons.

DOS 
Disc Operating System. Low level control language used in the oldest PCs to handle discs and user 
commands. Being difficult to use, it was superseded by Microsoft's own version, MS-DOS. It was 
phased out with the release of Windows 95.

DOS extensions
Three letters at the end of a filename (e.g. REPORT.DOC indicates that the file is a Microsoft Word 
document) that require adding to all files on pre-Windows 95 PCs, to older systems determine their 
type. Although these letters are not required in Windows 95 or later operating systems, they are still 
used by multimedia designers to ensure that files will run correctly on these older “legacy” systems.

Fork
Name given to special Macintosh files used to describe the file's type and what created it. Normally 
invisible to Macintosh users, they can be seen on PCs and Acorn machines. Various forks are possible; 
data forks (the actual file data), icon forks (responsible for giving a Macintosh file its icon), and 
resource forks (containing a unique four letter code describing the file type). They are responsible for 
letting Macintosh files work! 

GIF (Graphics Interchange Format)
Image format devised by the network company Compuserve (http://www.compuserve.com) for the quick 
transfer of images across networked computer systems. It has now been adopted by the World Wide 
Web as a common method of image transfer.

HTML (HyperText Markup Language)
The computer language used for the design of WWW pages on the Internet. It was first used in 1990, 
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the year the World Wide Web was born. 
Icons

Visual aids used to represent items on a desktop. They can tell you what type of data the file is, and 
enable the user to identify what software can open it.

Internet
See World Wide Web (WWW)

ISO 9660
International Standards Organisation (http://www.iso.ch) CD-ROM Blueprint. Agreed in 1988 by key 
CD manufacturers, ISO 9660 consists of a set of rules governing how a CD-ROM should operate on any 
computer, and covers how files and directories are written to a CD-ROM. All CD-ROMs must comply 
with the standard, in order to be accepted on any computer and its CD drive. 

Java (http://www.javasoft.com) 
(Related terms JavaOS, JDK, PersonalJava etc.). Developed by Sun Microsystems (http://www.sun.
com), Java is an interpreted language capable of being run on any computer which supports it fully, 
thereby being platform independent. Any program written in Java does not need any altering for it to be 
run on another platform.

Java Virtual Machine
Software which interprets the Java language to platform specific code. It sits “on top” of the computer’s 
operating system, and enables any Java written programs to run smoothly on that computer. In order to 
run Java on a particular platform, it must have a Java Virtual Machine written for it.

JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group)
A file standard for photographic images that is platform independent. It allows high quality rendering, 
yet utilises an intelligent compression system to make files very small.

MAC OS
Apple’s Macintosh Operating System. Formerly known as System 6, 7 etc., it differs substantially from 
PC Windows, but is partly hard disc based. It supports DOS formatted floppy discs to allow 
compatibility with PCs.

Macromedia (http://www.macromedia.com) 
California based software company formed in 1988, and responsible for developing the leading 
multimedia production package Director, as well as other multimedia authoring tools such as Flash, 
Dreamweaver and Authorware, all available in both Macintosh and Windows versions. Macromedia 
was merged with Adobe in 2005. 

Microsoft (http://www.microsoft.com) 
Seattle, Washington based company co-founded by William (aka Bill) Gates, and responsible for the 
design and marketing of the Windows operating system. It is the largest computer firm in the world.

MPEG (Movie Player Experts Group) 
An agreed standard for the playing of digital movies across many platforms. The movie equivalent of 
JPEG.

Network Computer (NC)
Small device which is connected to a phone line and a television, allowing users to surf the Internet, 
without the need to purchase a more expensive desktop computer. Software is stored at a central 
location, and is sent automatically to the NC when it is updated. The user may, however, add a storage 
device to it for peace of mind. The NC is operated by a smart card that is password protected, and with 
the card, any NC in the world can be used, for it will link to your personal account. The NC was 
designed by Acorn, on behalf of Oracle Corporation.

Operating system
The computers brain, containing all its commands and knowledge. Without it, the computer is useless. It 
is either based in ROM chips or based on the hard disc of the computer. 

Palette
The number of colours available on the computer screen. The palette system on each platform is 
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arranged differently, so that images created on one platform can appear subtlely different on another. 
Palettes are measured in terms of bits i.e. 1 bit (black and white) up to 32 bit (16 million colours).

PC (Personal Computer)
Originally known as the IBM PC (named after the company, IBM (http://www.ibm.com) which first 
produced small ready to run home computers), the IBM was dropped after they failed to patent their 
design, enabling many firms to release their own computer, or clone. Nowadays, nearly every PC runs 
some form of Microsoft Windows to give the PC a “desktop.”

Platform
Term used in computing to describe a distinct model or type of computer, usually by manufacturer or by 
the software which drives it. This report describes three platforms, the PC, the Macintosh and the Acorn. 

Quicktime (http://www.quicktime.apple.com) 
Apple’s patented movie playing system. Quicktime movies are supported on Macintosh, PC and to a 
certain degree, Acorn platforms. It is one of a number of movie playing systems. Others include AVI, 
Replay and MPEG.

RAM (Random Access Memory) 
The computers short term memory, used by software during operation. When the computer is turned off, 
all the contents of the RAM are deleted.

RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computing) 
Technical term used to describe how a computer can run using a small set of built in instructions, 
thereby increasing its speed, and reducing power consumption. It is seen as the future direction of 
microprocessor technology.

RISC OS
Acorn’s own operating system, as used in the Archimedes and Risc PC range of computers. It differs 
from Windows 95 and MAC OS by being a ROM based operating system, that is not reliant on the hard 
disc inside the computer. This hereby reduces the chances of the operating system breaking down or 
becoming infected by a computer virus.

ROM (Read Only Memory) 
The computers permanent memory, whereby powering down the machine has no effect on it, the 
opposite of RAM. Operating Systems, or any commands vital to the running of the computer are usually 
stored in ROM. 

SCSI (Standard Computer Systems Interface)
Agreed standard to enable external devices (such as Syquest drives) to interface with any computer, in 
order to function. There are three versions of the standard, the second, SCSI-II being the most common, 
and most established.

Shockwave
Browser technology developed by Macromedia to allow Director files to be incorporated within a 
webpage. The technology compresses the file and all resident sounds stored within it, to allow faster 
downloading, and streaming, which plays the file before it has finished downloading. A newer variation 
of Shockwave, Shockwave Flash, allows vector animated multimedia to be produced within a webpage. 
Vector graphics are more efficient than bitmaps, resulting in even faster downloading off the Internet.

Syquest (http://www.syquest.com) 
US manufacturer of recordable media devices for computers, which filed for bankcruptcy in 1998. 
Products included the EZ135, EZFlyer and Syjet removable cartridge drives. They are similar to normal 
floppy disc drives, yet each cartridge can as much as 1500 times more information than a floppy disc. 
Other manufacturers of such drives include Iomega (http://www.iomega.com), who produce the Zip and 
Jaz drives. All these drives are used heavily in design to transport large pieces of work.

WWW (World Wide Web)
Also known as the Internet, it is the global network of computers which transfer textual and graphical 
information to users. Text and images can include an interactive element, whereby clicking on an item 
will display another page of information. All pages are programmed using HTML.
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The report download page

This page allows you to download the report in ZIP format. ZIP files can be accessed from a variety of 
platforms. The filesize is just enough to fit onto a DOS floppy. If you're reading this from a ZIPped edition, 
these will link externally to this website. 

●     Download html_version_270706.zip - 1.28mb (Archive of site as of 27th July, 2006)

 

http://www.sassquad.com/crossplatform/html_version_270706.zip


 

Cross platform questionnaire

Sorry, the form was removed after the dissertation was completed. 



 

Appendices

Appendix A: The questionnaire, and its responses 
A copy of the questionnaire to peruse, plus edited versions of the responses received for the original 
printed edition.

Appendix B: Articles, Source material and correspondence 
Sourced articles and materials. See also Recommended Reading.

Appendix C: Sources of Acorn User December 1997 issue 
Images and Hyperstudio stacks from the magazine cover and CD-ROM from late 1997. See Chapter 2: 
My personal experience for more details. 



 

Appendix A: Responses to the questionnaire

This appendix is rather long for a webpage. I'll spread it over several pages if it is wished.

Here is the questionnaire that was produced for multimedia artists and professionals to fill in. I have 
reproduced it here for perusal, along with all the submissions received between October 21, 1997 and January 
8, 1998. I have kept all entries anonymous for privacy reasons, removing all e-mail header data in the process.

The purpose of the questionnaire was to gauge opinion from authors and developers in the new media industry 
about whether or not multimedia should be platform independent. Apart from directly e-mailing multimedia 
companies about the questionnaire, I also posted messages to the Usenet newsgroups comp.multimedia, comp.
sys.acorn.announce, and comp.sys.acorn.misc, and the website Convergence International. I also submitted an 
article to Geocities SiliconValley News, a site which is now discontinued, although you can view the article 
here.

●     View posting to newsgroup comp.multimedia on 13 December, 1997 (same posting sent to csa.
announce and csa.misc) 

●     News Item in Convergence International Newsletter 14 (17 November, 1997) (cached from Internet 
Wayback Machine at www.archive.org) 

The comments shown here make interesting reading, and they, along with all their accompanying answers 
which are analysed further in Chapter 3.

The Questions 

1.  Do you wish to remain anonymous?  
Yes ___  
No ___ (anonymity)

2.  Do you want me to contact you, regarding your answers to this questionnaire?  
Yes ___  
No ___ (contact) 

3.  What is your name? (NAME) 
4.  How old are you? (age) 
5.  Sex:  

Male ___  
Female ___ (sex) 

6.  What is your website address? (URL) 
7.  What is your e-mail address? (email) 
8.  Are you a multimedia author?  

Yes ___  
No ___ (mmauthor) 

9.  Are you self employed?  
Yes ___  

http://groups.google.com/group/comp.multimedia/browse_thread/thread/35661153eabdbed1/02c56f439aa18829?lnk=st&q=
http://web.archive.org/web/20010703062231/http://www.convergence.org/news/ci/newsletters/CIN-014.text
http://web.archive.org/web/19980124012123/http://www.geocities.com/SiliconValley/Peaks/8552/
http://groups.google.com/group/comp.multimedia/browse_thread/thread/35661153eabdbed1/02c56f439aa18829?lnk=st&q="comp+multimedia="comp+multimedia""&rnum=1&hl=en&fwc=1"
http://web.archive.org/web/20010703062231/http://www.convergence.org/news/ci/newsletters/CIN-014.text
http://www.archive.org/


No ___ (selfemployed) 
10.  What is your company name, whether your own business, or employers? (COMPNAME) 
11.  Whereabouts are you based? (LOCATION) 
12.  What machine do you own? (MACHINE) 
13.  What machines do you or your employer develop multimedia for? (MARKET) 
14.  What multimedia authoring software do you use? (package) 
15.  Does your authoring software have versions available on other platforms/machines?  

Yes ___  
No ___  
Don't know ___ (versions) 

16.  How do you rate your authoring package's cross-platform conversion abilities (if any)?  
Excellent ___  
Very good ___  
Average ___  
Poor ___  
Don't know - never tried it ___ (xplatrating) 

17.  How much alteration is required by yourself to maintain cross-platform compatibility?  
None at all ___  
Only a little ___  
Quite a lot ___  
A lot of tinkering ___  
Don't know - never tried it ___ (alterations) 

18.  How much time do you personally spend on cross-platform testing, debugging and/or alteration?  
Not very much (if any) (less than 10 hours) ___  
A few days ___  
A week ___  
More than a week ___ (timespent) 

19.  Please list in order of magnitude, the most annoying and/or frustrating issues of cross-platform 
multimedia (max 10 items):  
Most to least  
Most ____________  
2nd ____________  
...  
Least ____________ (MOST, 2nd, 3rd, ..., LEAST) 

20.  Do you think hardware and software manufacturers are properly addressing the issue of cross platform 
multimedia?  
Yes, they are ___  
No, they are not ___ (addressing) 

21.  What file formats do you have most trouble with across different platforms? (troubles) 
22.  Do you think cross-platform multimedia is a viable reality?  

Yes ___  
No ___  
Don't know ___ (viable) 

23.  How do you feel it could be achieved? (ifeel) 
24.  Feel free to add any further comments in the box below: (comments)

The questionnaire entries

●     Entry 1
●     Entry 2
●     Entry 3
●     Entry 4



●     Entry 5
●     Entry 6
●     Entry 7
●     Entry 8
●     Entry 9
●     Entry 10
●     Entry 11
●     Entry 12
●     Entry 13
●     Entry 14
●     Entry 15

Entry 1 

(anonymity)  No
(contact)  Yes
(mmauthor)  yes
(selfemployed)  no
(LOCATION)  Redbourn, hertfordshire
(MACHINE)  Macs, Acorn, Use PCs at work
(MARKET)  Macs & PCs
(package)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Freehand Graphics Studio (includes Extreme 3D, Freehand 7,  

xRes, Fontographer)
Dabbler
SiteMill & PageMill
My Imagination v2.35
Freeway
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
(versions)  Yes
(xplatrating)  Average
(alterations)  Quite
(timespent)  Days
(addressing)  No
(troubles)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
HTML - we test pages on both PCs and Macs, in both Navigator  
and Explorer. Netscape and Microsoft have their own  
interpretations of the HTML standard (note the word standard  
here). However, the PC version of the Mac browser will behave  
slightly differently and the output  will change subtly.
Fonts - see my web site for more on this. These really should  
be cross platform.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
(viable)  No
(ifeel)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
1 - Fascisitically make the Web accessible for one platform  
only and make everyone use that platform through legislation  



and punitive penalties. This is the Bill Gates way.
2 - It's only viable if standards are correctly adhered to.  
I am speaking from a Web site design point of view on this.  
The current problems with Java and Microsoft show how one  
company can effectively kill any attempt at cross platform  
compliance.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
(comments)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
The question you have to ask yourself is: are we dealing  
with computer technology, or do we push multimedia into a  
market more akin to the video industry? In which case, the  
players needed do not have to be full desktop machines. A  
common standard for playback will be set and the industry  
works to that. This will make computers as acceptable as a  
video player or a hi-fi system. Currently, computers are  
banished to a corner or another room altogether.
Consumers need to be educated into the market that multimedia  
will be in. They should be encouraged to purchase lower spec  
machines (similar to the games consoles) that are capable of  
playing all multimedia titles. An NC with a CD (or DVD)  
player is all that is needed for most people's needs.
Extra for question 17
Because of the massive amount of browsers and systems  
available, we can never test everything on every machine. We  
limit our tests to what we perceive as the "business community"  
expectations - Netscape or Explorer on Macs and PCs. As most  
businesses we deal with use PCs, we have to meet their  
standards and expectations. As you yourself know, browsers  
are generally rubbish anyway.

Entry 2 

(anonymity)  No
(contact)  Yes
(mmauthor)  yes
(selfemployed)  no
(LOCATION)  Redbourn, hertfordshire
(MACHINE)  Macs, Acorn, Use PCs at work
(MARKET)  Macs & PCs
(package)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Freehand Graphics Studio (includes Extreme 3D, Freehand 7,  

xRes, Fontographer)
Dabbler
SiteMill & PageMill
My Imagination v2.35
Freeway
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
(versions)  Yes
(xplatrating)  Average



(alterations)  Quite
(timespent)  Days
(MOST)  Bill Gates
(2nd)  Non compliance with standards
(3rd)  fascist PC owners
(4th)  fascist Mac owners
(addressing)  No
(troubles)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
HTML (pretty basic one this) - we test pages on both PCs and  
Macs, in both Navigator and Explorer. Netscape and Microsoft  
have their own interpretations of the HTML standard (note the  
word standard here). However, the PC version of the Mac  
browser will behave slightly differently and the output  
will change markedly. Fonts - see my web site for more on  
this. These really should be cross platform.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
(viable)  No
(ifeel)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
1 - Fascisitically make the Web accessible for one platform  
only and make everyone use that platform through legislation  
and punitive penalties. This is the Bill Gates way.
2 - It's only viable if standards are correctly adhered to.  
I am speaking from a Web site design point of view on this.  
The current problems with Java and Microsoft show how one  
company can effectively kill any attempt at cross platform  
compliance.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
(comments)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
The question you have to ask yourself is: are we dealing  
with computer technology, or do we push multimedia into a  
market more akin to the video industry? In which case, the  
players needed do not have to be full desktop machines. A  
common standard for playback will be set and the industry  
works to that. This will make computers as acceptable as a 
video player or a hi-fi system. Currently, computers are  
banished to a corner or another room altogether.
Consumers need to be educated into the market that multimedia 
will be in. They should be encouraged to purchase lower spec  
machines (similar to the games consoles) that are capable  
of playing all multimedia titles. An NC with a CD (or DVD)  
player is all that is needed for most people's needs.

Extra for question 17 - Because of the massive amount of  
browsers and systems available, we can never test everything 
on every machine. We limit our tests to what we perceive as the  
"business community" expectations - Netscape or Explorer on  
Macs and PCs. As most businesses we deal with use PCs, we have  
to meet their standards and expectations. As you yourself know,  
browsers are generally rubbish anyway.  



Question 19 - Fascists PC / Mac owners. This is the "Mine is  
better than yours. debate. These people make me sick. They  
are worse if you say you use Acorn machines. The platform  
is not the issue. It's what you do with it that is. 

Entry 3 

(anonymity)  Yes
(contact)  No
(NAME) withheld for anonymity
(age)  25-34
(sex)  male
(URL)  withheld for anonymity
(mmauthor)  yes
(selfemployed)  no
(COMPNAME)  withheld for anonymity 
(LOCATION)  Nottingham
(MACHINE)  PC
(MARKET)  PC
(package)  Authorware, Director
(versions)  Yes
(xplatrating)  Average
(alterations)  Quite
(timespent)  Notmuch
(MOST)  Lack of Unix platform capability
(2nd)  Video format problems
(3rd)  Cost of testing & development
(4th)  Different palette / graphics formats
(5th)  Trying to develop common files for different platforms
(6th)  Video / display driver conflicts
(addressing)  No
(troubles)  AVI, Quicktime, FLC
(viable)  Unsure
(ifeel)  Greater co-operation between the hardware & software  
manufacturers with regard to developing common standards. Even  
things like MPEG, which are supposedly independent, often do  
not solve the problems (e.g. use of different MCI commands by  
different board manufacturers)
(comments)  Quite good questions but your purple background  
is bloody terrible....:-)

Entry 4 

(anonymity)  No
(contact)  Yes
(mmauthor)  yes
(selfemployed)  no
(LOCATION)  Birmingham U.K.
(MACHINE)  mac and pc
(MARKET)  mac and pc
(package)



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
macromedia director
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
(versions)  Yes
(xplatrating)  Very good
(alterations)  Little
(timespent)  Days
(MOST)  pc's are rubbish!
(2nd)  too many users with slow pc's
(addressing)  Yes
(troubles)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Field entries in director which change colour and size across 
platform for no logical reason
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
(viable)  Yes
(ifeel)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Just by doing it, the tools are there, it's not a problem  
except for those damn fields... 

Entry 5 

(anonymity)  No
(contact)  Yes
(mmauthor)  yes
(selfemployed)  yes
(LOCATION)  London
(MACHINE)  Macs and PCs
(MARKET)  Mostly PCs now
(package)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Director
QuickTime
StrataStudio Pro
Premier

I author on Macs for delivery on PCs.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
(versions)  Yes
(xplatrating)  Very good
(alterations)  Quite
(timespent)  Weeks+
(MOST)  The low specs of corporate PCs
(2nd)  PCs generally
(3rd)  Video cards specifically
(4th)  Sound cards too
(5th)  Windows
(6th)  MCI
(LEAST)  The applications themselves I author on Macs for  

delivery on PCs



(addressing)  No
(troubles)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Video formats AVA and QuickTime
Sound files on Compaqs
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
(viable)  Yes
(ifeel)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
1.      More Cooperation between vendors (unlikely)
2.      A common OS for Macs and PCs (Rhapsody?)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
(comments)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Multimedia suffered from being over-hyped in the beginning.  
People are more likely to know what is achievable now so  
it is less of a problem, but they still expect too much on  
their office or school machines which are generally way  
slower than ones bought for home.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Entry 6 

(anonymity)  No
(contact)  No
(mmauthor)  yes
(selfemployed)  no
(LOCATION)  Wiltshire, England
(MACHINE)  All types, Acorns, Apple Macs and Windows PC
(MARKET)  Acorn, Windows, RM Window Box and Apple Mac
(package)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
We have developed our own authoring software called Playbook.  
The software is constructed on the Acorn and we are able to  
produce a Windows and Apple Macintosh version within a few  
hours.

The latest version is Playbook2 and it now allows video  
usage and all the other multimedia resources. 
All three versions work off one set of data (shared resources),  
this allows us to supply triple format CD-Roms to schools  
and other customers. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
(versions)  No
(xplatrating)  Excellent
(alterations)  Little
(timespent)  Week
(MOST)  Standard video support
(2nd)  Lack of quality animation software on Acorn
(3rd)  Having to develop for slower machines (LC2s and 386/486)
(4th)  Lack of one source for developer support (three  
companies - three idea)



(addressing)  No
(troubles)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Video formats - Acorn Replay is OK, but the lack of Apple  
Quicktime support is a pain. 
However, a RISC OS Quicktime player is coming, but we will  
have to see the performance of it on slower machines  
(A4000, A5000) before using it. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
(viable)  No
(ifeel)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Probably not... The best possible solution will come via  
the online delivery method. Using Java and HTML the chances  
of developing projects that will run on all platforms will  
be possible.

However within education (especially Primary Schools) the  
use of internet (or intranets) will be several years away.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
(comments)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Entry 7 

(anonymity)  No
(contact)  Yes
(mmauthor)  yes
(selfemployed)  no
(LOCATION)  Glasgow
(MACHINE)  Mac & PC
(MARKET)  Mainly for Window's
(package)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Macromedia Authorware
Director 
Flash
Dreamweaver
Shockwave
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
(versions)  Yes
(xplatrating)  Very good
(alterations)  Little
(MOST)  Palette Clashes
(2nd)  Accessing shared resources from Hybrid CD
(3rd)  Filepaths
(4th)  database connection
(addressing)  Yes
(viable)  Yes
(ifeel)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
I think as operating systems mature we will reach the  



stage where everybody will be running a java virtual  
machine on top of or instead of their existing OS on  
their chosen platform allowing multimedia developers to  
author just once in Java for all platforms
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Entry 8 

(anonymity)  No
(contact)  Yes
(mmauthor)  yes
(selfemployed)  no
(LOCATION)  Reading, UK
(MACHINE)  Various Pentiums
(MARKET)  Various pentiums shortly dual pentiumII 300Mhz
(package)  Director, ImageQ and reviewing some more
(versions)  Yes
(xplatrating)  Average
(alterations)  Quite
(timespent)  Days
(addressing)  Yes
(viable)  Yes
(ifeel)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
I do not know the technicalities involved but feel that  
less 'rush to market' and more testing, and thought should 
be given to issues such as Cross platform programs
It annoys me to find pages describing what can and can't  
be used on different packages.  None of these problems  
are insurmountable as far as I can see.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Entry 9 

(anonymity)  No
(contact)  Yes
(mmauthor)  yes
(selfemployed)  no
(LOCATION)  Wiltshire
(MACHINE)  Macintosh performa 630 20/250 33mhz
(MARKET)  Macs, PC's (all flavours)
(package)  Director, Mtropolis, Hypercard (occasionally)
(versions)  Yes
(xplatrating)  Excellent
(alterations)  Little
(timespent)  Notmuch
(MOST)  colours
(2nd)  incompatible scripting
(3rd)  sound
(4th)  digital video
(5th)  memory issues
(addressing)  No



(troubles)  .dir,.mov(quicktime)
(viable)  Yes
(ifeel)  Through the web, agreed open standards.
(comments)  Interesting to see how the Acorn is ignored  
even though its a prime mover in the Uk education system  
and a majority of schools are still working with the  
Archimedes.

Entry 10 

(anonymity)  No
(contact)  Yes
(mmauthor)  yes
(selfemployed)  yes
(MACHINE)  mac 4400/160 and pc 66mhz, 1.4 modem
(MARKET)  as above
(package)  director, photoshop, illustrator, cubase,  
usual stuff
(versions)  Yes
(xplatrating)  Very good
(alterations)  Little
(timespent)  Notmuch
(MOST)  the three letters you have to put on a mac to  
go on a pc
(2nd)  p.c.'s being slow at graphics
(3rd)  music samples e.g. wav's and aiff
(addressing)  Yes
(troubles)  as above, it's alot better than it use to be,  
I think mainly because microsoft now put their stuff on  
to mac as well
(viable)  Yes
(ifeel)  Like the net time will tell. Little improvements  
here and there will make the difference in the long run
(comments)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Cross platforming is a nightmare, but as long as you  
keep you head clear and work methodically it doesn't  
take that long to do. The problem for me is when doing  
a multimedia project on several platforms is that the  
mac is generally quicker and better, so technical  
considerations can get in the way of design.All designers  
would like to have a standard machine to work for, but  
market forces will never allow this to happen
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Entry 11 

(anonymity)  No
(contact)  No
(mmauthor)  yes
(selfemployed)  no



(LOCATION)  North of England
(MACHINE)  AMIGA
(MARKET)  AMIGA/MAC/PC
(package)  scala,demomaniac,cando,videotracker,infochanel, 
director :) 
(versions)  Yes
(xplatrating)  Poor
(alterations)  Unsure
(MOST)  resolution
(2nd)  format
(3rd)  animation
(4th)  o/s
(addressing)  No
(troubles)  pict,anim5,quicktime,iff,ilbm,aiff,
(viable)  No
(comments)  not while systems are continuously being  
updated because after 6 months the minimum spec of a  
machine has changed also new formats and newer versions  
of old formats are being released faster and faster!

Entry 12 

(anonymity)  No
(contact)  Yes
(mmauthor)  yes
(selfemployed)  no
(COMPNAME)  I'm a student wishing I was self-employed
(LOCATION)  Ahem! Staffordshire University,School of Design
(MACHINE)  None presently, but intend getting a Power  
Macintosh soon
(MARKET)  Macintosh environment
(package)  Macromedia Director 4.0.4 and 5 versions
(versions)  Yes
(xplatrating)  Unsure
(alterations)  Unsure
(timespent)  Notmuch
(MOST)  Windows incompatibility with Macintosh
(2nd)  file formats varying
(3rd)  Limitation of 256 colours on windows platform
(4th)  Processor speed variation of machines
(5th)  Lack of QuickTime on windows platforms
(addressing)  No
(troubles)  Again, it comes down to Windows specific  
issues...usually with file formats
(viable)  Yes
(ifeel)  Well, if the box-set on top of your TV is  
anything to go by if Microsoft/IBM/Motorola/Intel/Apple  
were to stop competing then it would become possible.
(comments)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Multimedia is at the mercy of corporate market forces...
...personally I think Macintosh is a better platform to  



create and play multimedia because of variable colour  
display monitors and there's less conflict of dos  
compatibility with Macs.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Entry 13 

(anonymity)  No
(contact)  No
(mmauthor)  yes
(selfemployed)  no
(LOCATION)  Salt Lake City Utah
(MACHINE)  Pentium Pro and Power Mac and Quadra AV
(MARKET)  see 12
(package)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Stone age tool of "choice.
Macromedia Director
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
(versions)  Yes
(xplatrating)  Average
(alterations)  Little
(timespent)  Notmuch
(MOST)  file formats
(addressing)  No
(troubles)  *.avi vs. *.mov
(viable)  Yes
(ifeel)  It's a fact of life.
(comments)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
People need to free themselves from the shackles of 
Macromedia. They are the 500 lb gorilla that needs neutered.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Entry 14 

(anonymity)  No
(contact)  Yes
(mmauthor)  no
(selfemployed)  no
(MACHINE)  Pentium 200
(package)  director 5, Corel Click and Create
(versions)  Yes
(xplatrating)  Unsure
(alterations)  Unsure
(addressing)  No
(viable)  Yes

(anonymity)  Yes
(contact)  No
(NAME)  withheld for anonymity
(age)  35-44



(sex)  male
(URL)  withheld for anonymity
(mmauthor)  yes
(selfemployed)  no
(COMPNAME)  withheld for anonymity
(LOCATION)  Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
(MACHINE)  PowerMac 9600
(MARKET)  PowerMac
(package)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Macromedia Director
Authorware Professional
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
(versions)  Yes
(xplatrating)  Very good
(alterations)  Little
(timespent)  Days
(LEAST)  None
(addressing)  Yes
(troubles)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
I don't quite understand your question. Anyway being a  
Multimedia Designer, most of in fact all, are done on  
my Mac and the authoring software does provide a  
Projector file that runs smoothly on any other  
platforms (frankly, I only tried them on PCs not Sun  
or other if any).
But some slight problems do occur when I transfer say  
an image file format from Mac to PC eg. JPG format or  
even TIFF, but these happens quite rarely.     
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
(viable)  Yes
(ifeel)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Well, I am not a technical person
so I can't answer that. Sorry!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
(comments)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Good luck in your report.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Entry 15 

(anonymity)  No
(contact)  Yes
(mmauthor)  yes
(selfemployed)  no
(COMPNAME)  Student
(LOCATION)  University of Plymouth
(MACHINE)  Acorn A4000
(MARKET)  PowerMac 7600/132



(package)  Macromedia Director 4/5/6
(versions)  Yes
(xplatrating)  Very good
(alterations)  None
(timespent)  Notmuch
(MOST)  Having to stick to 8.3 file types even  on a Mac
(2nd)  Director is full of idiosyncrasies
(3rd)  Bugs that are sorted in one crop up in the next  
version
(4th)  Does not accept xRes palettes. Considering xRes  
is also a Macromedia product, this is ridiculous
(addressing)  No
(troubles)  Until Director 6, the mac would only accept  
pict files in the mac version, you still can't import any  
sound files except aiffs. The Windows version always could  
accept wav, pict, & tiff files
(viable)  Yes
(ifeel)  By both platform applications being less picky  
about its file formats and allowing a windows projector  
to be produced on the mac and vice-versa
(comments)  Seeing as it was only a period of nine months  
between director 4 and 6, then releasing director 4 for  
RiscOS should not be a nightmare seeing as d4
files can be updated to d6 files anyway.



 

Posting submitted to Geocities SiliconValley News Website (24/25 
October, 1997)

Hi Calla,

Here is my article, as suggested earlier this week. Let me know what you think of it. You did suggest it be a 
short article, so if this draft is too long, then I give you permission to strip it down to its barest essentials! Here 
it is....

Hands up those of you who have tried to transfer a file from one machine to another, and found it doesn't look 
the same as before, or worser still, does not work at all? 

I may not be able to count you, but I cannot fail to notice in most computer journals, at least one article each 
month, expressing concern at these very problems. In multimedia design, these problems are ever more 
apparent. Companies that produce double format CD-ROMS for the PC and Macintosh, use a large amount of 
their development time and budget to ensure their product works seemlessly on all platforms. This also results 
in a CD-ROM containing various bits and pieces to install on your machine, before being able to run the 
software. 

Even the supposedly platform-independent World Wide Web, is now becoming segregated. To access a 
website, only to be told to download the latest edition of Netscape, Explorer or a certain plug-in is something 
that really needs to be addressed. The introduction of Java is a huge leap forward towards platform 
independence, now being threatened by Microsoft, as the current lawsuit being filed by Sun Microsystems 
against them now testifies. 

By right, all multimedia should be platform independent, and this is a statement that I will attempt to justify in 
an academic design report I am currently researching as part of my final year coursework at Staffordshire 
University, which is based in the city of Stoke on Trent, England. 

I am on a three year Bachelor of Arts degree in multimedia graphics. For the past two years much of my work 
has been authored using a combination of Macintosh and PC software, but also a platform new to much of the 
world, yet has been around for ten years in the UK, Germany, Japan, and Australasia - the Acorn Risc OS 
platform. 

The Acorn platform is less adept at cross-platform transfer, because it is the less numerous of the three 
platforms, despite its power and ease of use being on a par with the other machines. Currently though, the 
platforms are rather temperamental to cross-platform authoring. 

Different technologies, differently programmed versions of the same software for the PC and Mac, and 
different methods of file and data representation all conspire against the multimedia developer, who must rely 
on expert knowledge to overcome the hurdles. Industry standards have become archaic, instead of becoming 
something that should be of little consideration to anyone using computers, and wishes to move work from 
onedifferent machine to another. It makes the whole business of multimedia authoring a confusing one, and it is 



the responsibility of the author or developer company to plan ahead, and be aware of such pitfalls and 
inconsistencies. 

As part of my research, I have set up an online questionnaire at my website at [address]. I invite anyone 
involved in the industry to fill in the questionnaire, and hence give me an idea of what your opinions are on the 
whole business of cross-platform authoring. 

I speak from personal experience of what can happen with cross-platform multimedia. I put together a triple-
format cover CD-ROM for a UK based Acorn magazine, using Hyperstudio, whose Acorn version is produced 
by a UK company under contract from the original American publishers. Unfortunately, only the Acorn side of 
the interface will work. The Mac and PC interfaces which I had translated from the Acorn version failed for 
various technical reasons, which all blew up in my face towards the end. 

For those just starting out in the profession, cross platform issues are a rather daunting and difficult prospect. 
Personally, I hope that the introduction of Java based software and the network computer, will help to create a 
new medium which everyone can use, regardless of what technology they have. What do you think? 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Many thanks, 

Steve



 

Appendix B: Articles, Source Material and Correspondence 

This appendix differs from the original in that I have decided not to reproduce the HTML code from the two sources 
which I used in my research, due to the risk of copyright infringement. Instead, this appendix lists my correspondence with 
people across the internet. Their names have been hidden for anonymity, and to prevent unwarranted spamming caused by 
web robots scanning these pages.

Other articles and books which would have been photocopied here can be found in the Bibliography and/or Reading List at 
the end of each chapter. All email listings have had their header data removed for brevity and clarity.

I shall drop by those links when I have the chance - but that may not be this
millennium as things are going. Just one point:

~- On Tue, 14 Oct 1997 06:37:57 PDT Stephen Scott wrote:

> Terrible isn't it? Even if you stick to one platform you
> hit trouble. The PC must be the worst platform to develop 
> for, due to differing version of Windoze and hardware on 
> the users machine.

Not at all - but it does depend on your objectives.
For example, if you design for MPEG 2, then you know that your audience has 
appropriate supplementary hardware regardless of platform and you may be 
blithely uninterested in the platform or OS. 

If you use still images and no audio compression, the only issue is whether 
your audience will have the patience to load large files. It is only when 
you wish to operate in the middle ground that you must compromise.

I have produced a number of CD-ROMs on the subject of classical vocal 
music. To date, each has performed well on any flavour of PC, Mac or Unix 
box with a WWW browser and audio and CD capability. 

However, I am planning to use MPEG Level 2 on my next product - and thereby 
will preclude modest installations of Mac and Wintel. It's a question of 
serving many well or (slightly) fewer, better. My WWW sites are designed to 
encourage visits by those without elaborate equipment; I use tables where 
necessary, but nothing more. I realize that that is terribly backward and 
I am not demonstrating my skill at the graphic arts, but the purpose of 
those pages is to convey information clearly and conveniently to as many 
visitors as possible.

We are running on parallel paths - though on distinctly different hardware.

FYI: I spent a month in England in 1980. The reason was a proposal effort 
at Marconi in Chelmsford. The Acorn was a hot subject that summer and 
since I was already an old hand at computing and at personal computing 
(I'd had my Commodores for nearly three years as I recall) and since 
some of my ICL and Marconi colleagues were looking forward to the 
machine, I learned rather more about it then than I wished.



~- On Wed, 15 Oct 1997 03:12:11 PDT Stephen Scott  wrote:
> Hi Mike,
> 
> >> Terrible isn't it? Even if you stick to one platform you
> >> hit trouble. The PC must be the worst platform to 
> >> develop for, due to differing version 
> >> of Windoze and hardware on the users machine.
> >
> >Not at all - but it does depend on your objectives.
> 
> Well I guess. Maybe I am just too anti-PC. I'm an Acorn 
> user, and by right we frown upon W95. The menu bar at the 
> bottom was a clear rip off of the icon bar used in Acorn's
> Risc OS systems. But thats another matter.
> >
> >For example, if you design for MPEG 2, then you know that 
> >your audience has appropriate supplementary hardware 
> >regardless of platform and you may be blithely 
> >uninterested in the platform or OS. If you use still 
> >images and no audio compression, the only issue is 
> >whether your audience will have the patience to load large 
> >files. It is only when you wish to operate in the middle 
> >ground that you must compromise.
> 
> MPEG2 is a good standard. It is being utilised in set top 
> boxes such as the Curtis Mathes iTV system. In a way, the 
> essence of the web is that pages can be viewed anywhere, no 
> matter what platform you have. If Java takes off, like I 
> think it will, then it is a huge step forward. Development 
> costs would be cut dramatically by mmedia companies, who 
> would otherwise do very extensive testing on every platform 
> they were aiming to sell for.
> >
> >I have produced a number of CD-ROMs on the subject of 
> >classical vocal music. To date, each has performed well on 
> >any flavour of PC, Mac or Unix box with a WWW browser and 
> >audio and CD capability. 
> 
> You've done very well. I did a CD-ROM over the summer for 
> an Acorn magazine, Acorn User. They do a cover CD every
> year, and I happened to be doing odd jobs for them, and I 
> suggested that I should do it. The CD is triple format 
> (Mac/PC/Acorn), with an interface done using Hyperstudio 3. 
> The CD will be out at Christmas, although its official 
> release will be at a big show in London at the end of this 
> month. The hard part is yet to come though - what people 
> will think of it!
> 
> And there were problems with Mac/PC Hyperstudio (have you 
> heard of this package?), which I'll divulge if you want to 
> know!
> 
> >My WWW sites are designed to encourage visits by those 
> >without elaborate equipment; I use tables where necessary, 
> >but nothing more. I realize that that is terribly backward 
> >and I am not demonstrating my skill at the graphic arts, 
> >but the purpose of those pages is to convey 
> >information clearly and conveniently to as many visitors 



> >as possible.
> 
> So are my webpages! Its easier to code as well - those 
> frames and tables are a bit much for me right now, but I 
> may do it in the future, while still keeping the current 
> ones, to allow open access (Acorn web browsers are a little 
> behind Netscape and IE4 - they determine the standards 
> anyway!) I do it by hand anyway. Never use stuff like 
> FrontPage 97/98 - it chucks in loads of horrid HTML code 
> that is specific to Explorer - and tells Microsoft various 
> little details about your machine. Most immoral, so I never 
> use it.
> 
> Kind regards,
> 
> Steve

Hello Stephen,

Regarding your post to comp.multimedia you might find it worthwhile 
talking to Sherston Software in the UK - we've done some music production 
work for them, and I happen to know that they produce all their titles 
for the 3 platforms you mention.

They also have a web presence, though I cannot recall their domain -
probably www.sherston.co.uk   ...but a search should locate them quite 
easily.

Hope this helps.

Regards, Rob
proprietor
~ 

Hello mate,

many thanks for the reply. Even though it sounds like a bit of a nightmare 
you're mail was by far the most positive of the ones that I recieved.

The original plan was to try and find something that would convert a Director 
file to the Acorn or give us an Acorn projector. According to Acorn themselves 
there is a director converter but only for Director 4! (and its still in Beta).

I'm off to have a look at your reports and i'll keep you updated on whats 
going on. Is there any way of getting hold of your CD? I would like to see what
I have to live up to!

Once again thanks for the mail and happy authoring. I'll be in touch.

cheers



 

Appendix C: Acorn User December 1997

The following links will show you JPEG images of the magazine cover and some images from the CD-ROM 
interface created using HyperStudio.

Figure 22 (84k JPEG) 
Colour scan of the cover of the magazine, complete with CD. 

Figure 23A (32k JPEG) and Figure 23B (32k JPEG) 
Selected screens from the HyperStudio authored CD-ROM interface. 

Figure 24 (91k JPEG) 
How the interface can co-exist on the Acorn desktop, enabling true multi-tasking with other 
applications, while stile being able to navigate the CD. This cannot be done as well on Windows 95 or 
Mac OS machines, although Mac OS 8 is becoming as good as Risc OS, which is starting to show its 
age, four years after it's last major revision. RISC OS 4, however, was released in July 1999, and is now 
receiving fairly regular updates. 



 

Picture Gallery

All photographs, screenshots and illustrations are © Stephen Scott 1997, 1998 unless otherwise stated. 

Please select a thumbnail from below and click to show a larger version of the image. 
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Figure 1 

Back to Album | Next

How Windows 95 supports old PC filenames and their extensions. This example uses 
the .BMP extension, which stands for BitMaP. It is the standard Windows graphic file. 



 

Figure 2 

Previous | Back to Album | Next

How Windows 95 allocates old style file extensions on the desktop. New extensions can 
be added, current ones edited or old ones deleted by the user at any time. In this 
diagram, the currently selected file type (for Lotus ScreenCam 97 software) shows that 
a .SCM extension must be added to make the file display correctly on older machines. 



 

Figure 3 

Previous | Back to Album | Next

The Acorn Risc PC desktop. All programs are stored on the right of the icon bar at the 
bottom of the screen, while filing devices are shown on the left. 



 

Figure 4 
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IDG Media’s former UK office in Cheshire, once home to Acorn User magazine. 



 

Figure 5 
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Steve Turnbull, editor of Acorn User magazine. 

Image from Acorn Gaming website http://www.acorn-gaming.org.uk, and is © 
Gareth Moore 1997



 

Figure 6 

Previous | Back to Album | Next

My former temporary workspace at IDG, complete with scattered drawings and 
HyperStudio software manuals. 



 

Figure 7 

Previous | Back to Album | Next

Positioning the graphics within the screens on the Acorn version of HyperStudio. The blue outlines are the button 
“hotspots.” 



 

Figure 8 

Previous | Back to Album | Next

How the PC and Acorn machines keep track of files, through the use of explicit and relative pathnames 
respectively.



 

Figure 9a 
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The magazine, on show at the Acorn User stand at Acorn World 97, Wembley 
Conference Centre, London.



 

Figure 9b 
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My cover CD on the December 1997 Acorn User, on sale in WH Smiths newsagents, 
Potteries Shopping Centre, Stoke on Trent, Staffordshire.



 

Figure 10 

Previous | Back to Album | Next

Pie chart showing how old the responders are. The most came from men aged between 
25 and 34 years old. 



 

Figure 11 

Previous | Back to Album | Next

Pie chart showing what machines were owned by the senders. The PC is the most 
widely owned, although some senders also owned Macintoshes. 



 

Figure 12 

Previous | Back to Album | Next

Pie chart showing what target platforms developers are aiming for. Some senders aim at 
more than one platform, for the widest possible coverage. 



 

Figure 13 
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Cross platform ratings for developers favourite software varied between average and 
very good. Not many people thought that it was excellent, however. 



 

Figure 14 
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Cross platform conversion involved making at least a few changes to work properly. 



 

Figure 15 
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Cross platform conversion turnaround took at most, a matter of days before completion. 



 

Figure 16 
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Table showing all the comments made in question 19 of the questionnaire. The 
comments are shown exactly as stated. All comments in square brackets have been 
added for clarity. 



 

Figure 17 
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Are the problems of cross platform multimedia being addressed? Two thirds of the 
respondents did not think so. 



 

Figure 18 
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Two thirds of the respondents to the questionnaire thought that platform independent 
multimedia was a possibility in the future. 



 

Figure 19 
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Table showing the file formats that are transferable across the PC, Macintosh and Acorn 
platforms. 



 

Figure 20a 
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The first of two images showing Sherston Software’s Playbook authoring package 
running on both Acorn and PC machines. All resource files are in a special format, so 
that the software on each platform can read them. This cuts development time 
considerably. 

(Images captured by James Bayliss of Sherston Software, http://www.sherston.
com and are © Sherston Software 1998) 



 

Figure 20b 

Previous | Back to Album | Next

The second of two images showing Sherston Software’s Playbook authoring package 
running on both Acorn and PC machines. All resource files are in a special format, so 
that the software on each platform can read them. This cuts development time 
considerably. 

(Images captured by James Bayliss of Sherston Software, http://www.sherston.
com and are © Sherston Software 1998) 



 

Figure 21 
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The Acorn Network Computer. Acorn were appointed by Oracle Corporation in 1996 to 
design the actual blueprint for the NC, which is now being manufactured by various 
companies worldwide. 

(Image by Acorn Group, http://www.acorn.com) from Acorn Clan CD-ROM of 
August 1997 and is © Acorn Group 1997) 



 

Figure 22 
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A colour scan of the front cover of the December 1997 issue of Acorn User, complete 
with CD-ROM. This issue had a print run of about 12,000.



 

Figure 23a 
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Sample screens from the interface. All the graphics were produced on an Acorn RISC OS 
machine, to show the platform’s design and artwork capabilities to a wider audience. 

(Images captured by Karen Peach, formerly of IDG Media, http://www.idg.co.uk 
and are © IDG Media 1997, 1998) 



 

Figure 23b 

Previous | Back to Album | Next

Sample screens from the interface. All the graphics were produced on an Acorn RISC OS 
machine, to show the platform’s design and artwork capabilities to a wider audience. 

(Images captured by Karen Peach, formerly of IDG Media, http://www.idg.co.uk and are © 
IDG Media 1997, 1998) 



 

Figure 24 

Previous | Back to Album

The interface screen directly on the Acorn computer desktop. Upon selecting a 
particular icon, the interface will automatically open up the correct directory on the CD-
ROM containing the required software or image. 

(Image captured by Karen Peach, formerly of IDG Media, http://www.idg.co.uk 
and is © IDG Media 1997, 1998) 
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